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Anita Moorjani, author of New York Times best seller
“Dying to be Me” has been at the apex of spiritual discussions

since her 2006 Near-Death Experience which initiated her
miraculous recovery from end-stage cancer.

 In Anita’s subsequently successful books,
“What if This is Heaven?” and “Sensitive is the

New Strong”, she offers more of her
incredible understandings gained from her

experience on the ‘Other Side’.

 Anita’s beautifully illustrated
books for the young and the

young at heart, “Love, A Story
about Who You Truly Are” and

“Scaredy Caterpillar”, also
cleverly share her message of

the importance of embodying
love in a fear-based world.

ANITA HAS BEEN FEATURED IN
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After a 4-year battle with cancer, Anita’s 86 lb tumor-ridden body slipped into a 30-hour coma.
Doctors declared she had mere hours to live. As her body shut down, Anita journeyed to an
alternate, spirit-based realm based solely on absolute love. In her travels through the veil to the
‘Other Side’, Anita learned of her innate power to heal her body, and made the decision to
come back and “live her life fearlessly”. To the amazement of her attending physicians, Anita’s
recovery was swift; within three and a half weeks she was clear of all tumors and cancer
markers, and her deep skin wounds and lesions no longer required reconstructive surgery.
Miraculously, her body had experienced full recovery.  

Her astonishing expedition into the spiritual world, defining a new focus on the power of self-
love, was exquisitely expressed in her internationally renowned book “Dying to be Me.”
Translated in over 45 languages, and having sold over 1.5 million copies, Anita’s personal
account begins with her social and emotional life in a traditional Sindhi upbringing, while
attending a British School, contained within the intercultural, East Asian landscape of Hong
Kong. Throughout the book, Anita explains the correlation of 
her illness trajectory with these conflicting and confining elements 
of her life, which then resulted in her bodily demise and her NDE. 
Her life-death-life journey provides her followers with a deepened 
understanding of what Anita learned through her awe-filled, 
transformative experience.

Anita rose to popularity through Dr. Wayne Dyer’s desperate search
for her in 2011 noting that Anita provided a compelling example of 
someone who broke through the barrier between this physical 
world and the spiritual realm, and returned with salient 
information for living a love-filled life. Since then, Anita has 
been invited on innumerable news shows, podcasts, interviews, 
signings, workshops, retreats, cruises as the headliner and 
classified expert on embracing personal magnificence.

Currently living in the US with her husband Danny, Anita 
continues to dedicate her life to enriching the minds and 
hearts of people with her story of transformation. She joyfully
speaks her truth with grace, love and kindness to sold-out 
audiences who want to learn how to claim and enhance 
their own connection to the Other Side in order to bring that 
depth of universal love to their lives here and now.

READ
ANITA'S

FULL
STORY

Anitas Story'
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A detailed account of Anita’s near-death experience.
NY Times & International Best Seller with over 1.5 million copies sold
Translated into 45 languages and referred to as a “Foreign Language Phenomena”
#1 Bestseller in India
Labelled a “Contemporary Classic” and a “Game Changer” 

Dying to Be Me (2012)
 

Books

Anita reveals the pervasive cultural myths we should begin questioning now.
She shares stories and examples from her own life, revealing the lies beneath the
surface of what she was taught.
By freeing ourselves from these falsehoods, Moorjani asserts, we can leave fear,
heartache, and self-imposed boundaries behind and instead live lives full of purpose
and joy.
Translated into 20 languages

What if This is Heaven? (2016)
 

The book’s message is inspiring: “Be your own best friend. Love yourself just as you
are!” 
Within the pages of this beautifully written and illustrated book, children are taught
how to have compassion and acceptance for themselves. And how to love
themselves through many everyday situations.

Love: A Story About Who You Really Are (2017)
 

The New York Times bestselling author of "Dying to Be Me" returns with an
inspirational guide for sensitive people looking to fully harness their gifts of intuition
and empathy in today’s harsh world.
An empowering book that demonstrates the power of sensitivity.
“I highly recommend this book for all empaths and their loved ones.”  — Jack
Canfield, co-author of the #1 New York Times bestselling "Chicken Soup for the Soul"

Sensitive is the New Strong (2021)
 

A beautifully sensitive book for the young and young at heart
Exquisitely illustrated story chronicling what it means to change from body to spirit

Scaredy Caterpillar (2022)
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Anita Moorjani and Grammy Award winning Producer, Barry
Goldstein, have created an NDE Meditation to facilitate
healing as you are cradled in the loving embrace of divinely
orchestrated music. 

The CD also hit the billboard chart and Anita was nominated
for the prestigious Infinity Spirit Award 2021 in recognition of
her work.

The Near Death Experience Meditation (2019)
 

 Anita Moorjani teams up with award winning composer,
Barry Goldstein, for the companion CD to her second book
What if This is Heaven? 

Charted on Billboard at No.6 the first week, and also won the
2017 COVR Visionary Award.

Heaven: an Experiential Journey (2016) 
 

Meditations

The United Kingdom’s prestigious

publication, The Watkins Journal, lists

Anita among the top 100 of “The World’s

Most Spiritually Influential Living People”

for the 11th consecutive year.
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The Sanctuary provides an opportunity for those who resonate with Anita’s story
to learn directly from Anita in her live-streamed events, classes and programs.
Members will develop a deeper spiritual connection, dive into true healing, and
bring about transformation in this supportive community of love-centered
individuals.

The online platform grants privileged access to Anita via live streaming
opportunities.  Members find healing and transformation through a variety of
uplifting modalities including: community groups; inspirational conversations
with guest speakers; specially designed MasterClasses and learning
opportunities with dedicated discussion groups and bespoke meditations called
Anita's "Infinite Energy Circle".

CLASSES • VIDEOS • MEDITATIONS • FORUM • EXPERIENCES • LEARNING

Join Anita at her new spiritual
home online  The Sanctuary

J O I N  N O W  A T  A M S A N C T U A R Y . C O M

:
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CONTACT US
FOR

HEADSHOTS,
GRAPHICS &

MORE

Connect and Contact

EMAIL: 
contact@anitamoorjani.com
 
MAIL: 
318 Avenue I, #661
Redondo Beach, CA 90277, USA 

EVENT BOOKINGS: 
bookings@anitamoorjani.com 

MEDIA QUERIES: 
media@anitamoorjani.com 

Facebook, Instagram & Twitter 
With almost half a million followers across social
media, Anita engages with her fans via weekly
Facebook Lives, shareable quotes, promos & more

YouTube Channel & TEDx 
Anita releases regular videos inspired by her
audiences’ biggest life questions.
Her TedTalk has over 4 million views on YouTube. 
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